
Research shows that 4/10 consumers

now scroll past and no longer trust

social ads. 

It is no surprise that digital marketing

is declining, and that 4/10 people look

at your ads. With the rise of smart

phones and social media, we’ve been

able to go back to our nature and get

recommendations from people we

trust. Influencers.  
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THE  BEHAV IOURAL  SC IENCE  BEH IND
INFLUENCER  MARKET ING  AND  HOW

IT  CAN  HELP  YOUR  BUS INESS .

40%

Some science behind influencing can be anoligised  to

many different things, in this example i'll use Bees.

When bees find a great flower patch, they’ll go back

to all the other bees and do a ‘waggle dance’ which in

turn informs them about their discovery, shifting all

the bee’s trajectory to go towards the exact same

flower patch. In other words, they have changed their

behaviour and been influenced.

"We have been wired to do this for hundreds of years, getting

recommendations from people we trust." - Luca Tornese 

Influence is built on relationships, it moves

between people, and marketers need to

understand the nature of this relationship. If a

partnership or sponsorship seems inauthentic,

followers will catch on quickly, leading to little 

 result, as they are in tune with what the

influencer would usually be like.  

CASE  STUDY :  

Every Brand can be defined by it's core values. 

Rosetta Stone is a language learning app, that ran an

influencer marketing campaign. In this particular case,

Rosetta Stone’s biggest values were things like Joy and

Achievement, as they are a language learning platform.

The study found that 90% of high performing influencers

shared these core values with the brand, telling us that

the likelihood of a partnership succeeding between a

brand and influencer is much less if they do not share

similar values that resonate with the influencers

audience.   


